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Attention is a canvas

The attention that you have is the only way to know the reality. Your own 

attention is important, not the attention of others or your attention on 

others. This must be clearly understood. 

If you understand this point, that the whole thing is to be consumed by 

you through your attention, to raise yourself to a higher situation, it will 

work out. Otherwise, it is like giving food to you and going to another 

person who is getting nourished, while you are getting nothing....

You should know that your attention should absorb all that I am saying. 

It is not meant for anybody else. You’d better sit in thoughtless awareness. 

That’s the best way, so that it goes into you. Otherwise, it is like a lecture 

that you listen to Me and it has no effect. Every lecture should transform you 

because, after all, I am speaking.... It is your attention that has to come up 

and has to grow.... The attention is the whole of the canvas of your being. 

It is a complete canvas.... How much you have gone into it, how much you 

have discovered it, how far you have raised it is a different point. 

Attention is chitta and God is attention. How far your attention has been 

enlightened is a different point. But your attention is God. If you become 

enlightened to that extent ... it is like a canvas which is spread out for a film 

and whatever aptitudes or ... drags or movements your attention has, shows 

on that canvas....

I am going to talk to you about attention, 

what is attention, 

what is the movement of attention 

and what are the ways and methods of raising our attention. 

attention
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Your attention is a complete canvas.

Our attention is just a pure, completely pure canvas and is acted upon by 

the three gunas ... and the three gunas come to you, as you know, one from 

your past, one from your future sense and one from the present. 

Now whatever have been your experiences about a particular thing or a 

particular occasion, so far is completely recorded in your memory. 

For example, if you see the black colour, all that goes with the black colour 

is recorded in your memory. As soon as you see this black colour, quite a lot 

of it comes up. That means as soon as you see this with your attention, the 

attention gets muddled up or you can say the attention gets coloured with 

all the memories about this black colour. And then your action takes place 

according to the way your attention is affected.... That canvas of your atten-

tion itself will start throwing out these pictures out of itself, through your 

past experiences, onto the canvas.... This is a living canvas....

You must have thought of somebody, that “if I meet that man, I will tell 

him like this.” As soon as you will meet that man, your attention will start 

bubbling out with those ideas that are coming about this man and you will 

start addressing to him accordingly. It is all stored up within you whether it 

is about the future or about the past. It is given out of the attention through 

that bubbling process, which depends on your dragging nature, where you 

are dragged. That’s called as vritti.
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Vritti and memory
Vritti is a very neutral word. It does not mean anything bad. It means where you are 
drawn to. Vritti means a temperament by which you are drawn. Whatever is your tem-
perament, it acts like that. 

For example, if you see a man walking blindly, he cannot see things, one person may 
get angry with that person, another may have pity for that person, the third man may 
come forward to help him out. It is the vritti. It is the temperament that you have devel-
oped through your three gunas.

That’s why this attention becomes identified with you and when you are identified 
with this – your vritti, your temperaments – then you are still in a misidentified area. 

Let us take a case of somebody who has been possessed before. Now coming to 
Sahaja Yoga his possession goes away. But the memory remains in the brain that he was 
possessed.... That memory lingers on and as soon as that person comes in contact with 
anyone which has got something to do with the past possession, it clicks and the whole 
thing starts coming into you, bubbling out and you think you are again possessed. 

It is the memory which gives it to you. It’s a myth. It is the memory that tells you, 
“Oh, you are again possessed.” Because your left side is weak means you always live in 
your memory. Your memory is stronger than yourself. If you could make yourself stronger 
than your memory, nothing can possess you....

In a pure, simple way of attention in an innocent child, he sees everything in 
pratyaksha. This means the actual experiencing of something for a child because he has 
no memory. So he will have to burn his hand to feel that this burns. He has to touch 
something cold to know that it is cold. His memory is not yet built up. So into the actual 
experiencing of it he lives. But that actual experiencing becomes memory. And once the 
memory is built up stronger, the whole personality is affected by memory. All the condi-
tioning of all kinds comes through that....

You smell a particular soap or say a rose you smell, then all the memories of smelling 
such a rose sometimes comes to you and you may feel really elated sometimes, maybe 
sometimes very unhappy, whatever may be the situation. So you may feel happy or 
unhappy because whatever experiences you have had have given you a memory. This 
memory might have given you a superego or might have given you an ego. This cunning 
might have taken place.

 

are the states where you are still in the myth. 

Still the myth exists. You have to still go beyond. 

Happiness or unhappiness



Beyond the myths
Happiness or unhappiness are the states where you are still in the myth. Still the myth 
exists. You have to still go beyond. 

So if you feel happy about some situation, you should know you are only happy 
before Realization because it is giving some support to your ego to bloat. And if you 
are unhappy, then you should know that there is some sort of suppression on your ego 
and there’s a superego developing. 

So both the situations have been of no help to you, of no help to you for your 
growth, except that both these institutions develop so much that you are away from 
the real experiencing. The real experiencing stops because your attention is so much 
muddled up....

So you go to aggression on the right-hand side. On the left-hand side you go into 
a complete state of entropy ... or a state where you are separated from yourself into a 
complete frozen state.... Both these things are again a movement in the wrong direc-
tion.

Finding the balance
When we use fire, we can use it for burning now. In the same way, we can use it for 
creating smoke. But we can also use this fire in its proper way, if we use it in its proper 
proportion, for cooking the food, for giving us light. If it is too much, it can burn like 
a big fire. If it is too little, it can burn like smoke. But in the centre, when you know 
how to balance it, then you can use it for your own purpose, for cooking or for giving 
light and then for a puja, too.

So in the same way, when we really balance our gunas properly, then we become 
gradually the master of the whole situation. The attention doesn’t get dragged into 
things that we have been doing or that we have understood through our memories or 
through our experiences.... 

Realization is the only way. By Realization, your attention gets higher and gets 
separated from that strata from where these things bubble in.

Do you understand My point now? The strata goes higher. The attention goes 
higher....

So you have to balance ... and you have to be in the centre, in the equilibrium. 
Now this word “equilibrium” doesn’t exist in our day-to-day life. It exists only in the 
fiction or maybe in the so-called scientific research. But as far as human beings are 
concerned, they do not know what equilibrium is. Because of this, the attention ... 
just goes down, this side or that side according to your vrittis. And when these identi-
fications still act in them, they are prone to go down again in their attention and again 
start bubbling out the same thing as they had....

One should become lighter, with all that load flowing out, because you are here 
to raise your attention higher and higher, so that you come up to a point where you 
become one with the attention of God.

Already your attention is sparked because, through your attention, you can see 
what’s wrong with you, you can see what’s wrong with others and you can see how far 
you are going with yourself. 

But the progress is retarded because you do not know that this attention is the 
pure form and all that you get into this attention ... is a myth. 

If you drop this myth gradually, treat everything as a myth and not depend on 
becoming unhappy or happy, just seeing the thing, your attention will take a flight 
and it will be at a much higher level, residing there. 

If you drop 
this myth,
your atten-
tion will take 
a flight.

Attent ion
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Myth is not reality
All these ideas of helping others, being charitable, “let’s have a charity association” – fin-
ished. Once you work in the charity association, your attention is finished there. But if 
your attention goes higher – say your attention is “I am only nothing but a charity....” it 
just flows. You just become the charity. 

So the difference between a person who is realized and not-realized is this: that the 
attention which was giving myth as reality to you is gone now, is gone higher.... The 
attention can clearly see that it is a myth. And you can see that yourself and you can 
remove yourself....

I have to give you a push, no doubt. And I am working hard on that, to give you a 
push. But you should also know that mythical things must be dropped off, otherwise you 
will not grow ... and the best way to do it is to be in thoughtless awareness because as soon 
as you transcend these three gunas you become thoughtlessly aware. 

You have to cross the Agnya. And once you cross the Agnya, these three gunas abso-
lutely, you go into a state where you are gunatit. You’re beyond the gunas. 

So you do not deliberately do anything, but it just works out.

The mastery of attention
Steady down yourself and tell yourself that “Now all these mythical things I am not going 
to allow to come to my attention.” All these things are nothing but myths, but you are 
giving too much importance to myths. You are taking them a bit too seriously. They are 
just mythical....

Because you are enlightened now, it is to understand that our attention has to move 
higher and higher, at a higher space. 

Now actually what has happened in Realization is your kundalini has risen and has 
come up. Just like you can say a small, thin hair .... and that has broken your Sahasrara 
and now the grace is flowing into it. But it’s a very small movement that has taken place 
... which is a very difficult movement, no doubt. But it has taken place....

Now you have to expand that. Open it out so that more strands of kundalini can rise 
and your attention, which is in these centres, expands. By expansion, it drives out all that 
is mythical on the sides. On every centre we have our attention, which is being enlight-
ened in the centre through this light passing through....

When we are realized, there is light that has come in us. We have to grow it only by 
separating our attention from the myths. It is all mythical. 

I also play with you. Because unless and until you are sure, I am not going to give you 
a wrong idea about yourself. I want to see how far still your attention is moving. And I 
know still you are not sure. Still you are not sure of yourself. That’s why the confidence 
is not there.... 

The mastery of your attention will come when you will start seeing that it is all a myth 
that upsets you.... Just throw it away and understand that you are the eternal attention, 
that you are the eternal life, that the only thing that keeps you away from it is ignorance. 
And the ignorance is too simple to understand, that you have accepted myth as truth. 
Just drop it. It’s all myth. You will be amazed how your attention will rise and you’ll see 
all these nonsensical things which used to frighten you or to elate you, will drop out and 
you will just smile at it. 

And then only you are going to enjoy yourselves fully because your attention will be 
completely drenched into the bliss of Self. 

I am saying you will. I say you are already drenched into that bliss. 
Keep it up.

You are 
already 

drenched 
into that 

bliss. 
Keep it up.



will come when you will start seeing 

that it is all a myth that upsets you.
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The memory of Realization

To kill the memory of the past is to have new memories. 

You must remember when you first got your Realization. 

Always think of it. Whenever any such memory comes to 

you, you try to think how you got your Realization. 

Any memory that is troublesome or even so-called elating, 

you just try to remember how Realization has come to you. 

When you feel aggressive about something or angry 

about something, just try to remember how you felt the joy 

of surrendering. Just think of that joy of surrendering, of 

dissolving yourself. 

So the new memories must be built up. If you start 

building up new memories, then you will start collecting 

moments to establish other moments which have such 

memories – like a memory when you tried to help 

somebody, you raised the kundalini of someone....

If you could record the joy of raising the kundalini 

of others, you will feel a new wealth of these beautiful 

moments....

And all those moments which were giving you confusion 

or fear or so-called unhappiness and happiness will drop 

out and pure joy will remain. Because now, most of the 

experiences you have had are more of joy. 

Joy has no thoughts. It’s just an experience – pratyaksha. 

That’s why I said you keep your eyes open. 

I hope you’ll understand what I mean by that. 

May God bless you all.

Attent ion
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The quality of attention changes according to the state of your evolution.... 
So where is the attention placed in the human being? It is not a fixed point. 
We can say attention is the surface or the edge of awareness. Wherever we are 
made aware, the attention gets diverted to that point. 

If you can find some analogy: all the filings of iron have got a power to 
be attracted towards the magnet. Where is that power? You cannot locate. It 
is all over. Wherever the magnet is placed the filings are attracted. Our atten-
tion is also like that, that wherever we are attracted our attention goes there. 
It is existing in the whole body in the sense that it can be diverted anywhere 
outside the body, also inside the body in case there is any pain or there is any 
trouble. It floats over the nerves. It floats over the whole nervous system, but 
there is a controlling centre in the brain....

So when you pay attention to something, actually you pay attention nor-
mally, when you are not realized, through your brain centres. After Realiza-
tion you can pay attention through your other centres also.... This is a very 
big difference between a person who is realized and who is not realized. Or 
you can say that you can become effective through your other centres by 
paying attention to them. You can feel the centres which are obstructed in 
your body which you never felt before. Not only that, you can feel the centres 
of other people. That means your central nervous system is being blessed by 
a new awareness, by which it can convey to you, communicate to you the 
attention paid by your centres and also it can take your attention, in a subtler 
way, into the centres of others. 

So the first thing that happens to you is that your attention becomes 
subtler. The attention becoming subtler means you start understanding 
deeper things. For example, a bird can see a flower but cannot feel the beauty 
of a flower. And an unrealized person can see the beauty of a flower, but 
cannot see the vibrations of the flower. So you become subtler. Your attention 
becomes subtler. You definitely are at a higher evolutionary stage than the 
other people....

attention
It’s a different method. 

It’s a different way of life, 

that is being Sahaja.
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If you start respecting your attention, then gradually you develop a depth for Sahaja 
Yoga. But so many people, when they get realized, they hardly come a second time. Even 
if they come a second time, they do not develop the feeling of vibrations more. They still 
go on being busy with their day-to-day work, wasting their attention on things which do 
not give you the subtler feelings. So the subtleness, the depth of the art of Sahaja does not 
develop....

You do not have to fix your attention, but you have to get subtler and subtler in 
your attention. Fixing your attention is a very wrong method. That was done by some 
yogis and you know what is the result of that. Their chakras were broken and finished. 
When they fixed their attention onto the Agnya chakra, you’ve seen that Agnya chakra is 
broken. You have not to fix any attention, but you have to make your attention subtler 
and subtler....

A magnet, when brought near the stones, nothing happens to the stones. They are 
just there. You move the magnet any way you like. But when you take it to the iron 
filings only, the filings are attracted towards the magnet. In the same way, the attention 
of a Sahaja Yogi should be so subtle that he should feel the vibrations, he should think of 
vibrations, he should eat vibrations, drink vibrations and enjoy them....

There is a huge populace which is to be led by one of you. One of you can lead all 
of them. Leaders do not compromise. Leaders do not solve the problems of the people 
whom they lead.... They give them problems to be solved. They stand above them. They 
are much above them. They do not compromise. They do not bend. Others bend before 
them. If the light starts falling and faltering on the roads, what will the person do who 
is carrying the light in the hand. You all are like the torches. And what kind of a life you 
should have and a personality you should have? It is for you to decide.... 

You drink water from a cup. Now the cup itself is superficial. The water is superficial. 
The most important thing is your tongue, which can feel the water. If the tongue cannot 
feel the water and if the water feels like stones, what’s the use of taking water? So the most 
important thing is the taste in the tongue, in the essence. In the same way, the essence of 
our enjoyment is the joy and the joy is in feeling the vibrations. So wherever you get the 
joy, you should have it....

It’s a different method. 

It’s a different way of life, 

that is being Sahaja.

If you start 
respecting 
your attention, 
then gradually 
you develop 
a depth.



Put your attention fully towards the Divine ... so that there is no attention left towards 
the gross sides....

Your attention and mind should be on Sahaja, on your being one with God. You’re 
one with God. Put your centrifugal force towards God completely. Put yourself in con-
nection all the time with God and the rest of the work is done ... just like instruments. 
The whole thing will start working. 

The human mind is used to doing things in a ritual way. They think that if you have 
to raise this house, you have to dig first the foundation, then the piling up and then you 
have those pillars and then you have to have the roof and that is how, one after another, 
they plan out things. But in God’s own kingdom, there is no planning. You just sit down 
and just enjoy. 

If your attention is there, all the work is done.... Do not compromise your way. You 
have to help others also to come up and so you must remember for that also your atten-
tion should be on your atma, on your spirit, on God, completely one with Him in that 
joy. The whole heart is there and with both your hands and both your feet, with all your 
attention, you can pull out people because your attention is all the time fed, nurtured and 
looked after. Then you will enjoy also the lifting of the people. 

Nothing can be all right unless and until you develop the subtleties of your attention. 
And they develop by receding your attention from all that is gross. Recede your attention 
whenever it goes too much into a thought.... Into vibrations you pay full attention. Seeing 
vibrations, you pay full attention. Seeing your own vibrations, pay full attention. About 
other things, you need not worry. They will be all looked after. That is how your attention 
is subtler in the kingdom of God. The style is different.

When the lotus is in the mud and it has to come out, it finds its way through many 
crevices and many holes in that mud. But when it is out in the open – absolutely liber-
ated, free – then it does not go on dashing here and there, but just opens out and receives 
the beautiful dew. And the dew melts the fragrance in the lotus. Automatically the fra-
grance starts flowing. 

It’s a different style altogether. It’s a different method. It’s a different way of life, that is 
being Sahaja. Just, whether you are sleeping or whether you are awake, keep your attention.

attention
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Assume your position
You are the spirit. After establishing your sustained attention on the spirit, 
you’ll develop a state where you’ll be in a complete state of witnessing, with 
joy.... 

Face yourself honestly. Sahaja Yoga is an honest endeavour.
Your attention should not be on saving material things and worldly things 

and all that. But attention itself must be saved. Ask a question, “Where is my 
attention?”...

For a Sahaja Yogi, the most important thing is you must save your atten-
tion. It is called as chitta nirodh.... “Where is it going? It’s such a precious 
thing for me. Where is it running?”... Try to concentrate. Don’t allow your 
attention to wobble. Gradually you will develop concentration. You can watch 
My photograph. That’s the best. Concentrate, bring it in your heart. Let it be 
integrated in your heart. You are lucky people....

This penetration starts by your meditation and sustenance of the medita-
tion and the samadhi – the seed sprouting, manifesting the new dimension 
within. This sort of an attention one has to develop by watching the atten-
tion, chitta nirodh.

As you watch your money, as you watch your road when you drive, as you 
watch your child when it is growing, as you watch the beauty of your wife or 
the care of your husband, all put together, you watch yourself, your attention. 
“Where is it going? Where is it lagging behind? What is happening to my 
attention?”

Such people have no problems. You’ll be surprised that such people, when 
they want to do something, it becomes dynamic.

Assume your position as a Sahaja Yogi. 
So this attention must be brought around. You judge yourself. Where is 

your attention? And what is the point of understanding? What is the measure 
of understanding? 

It’s very simple. I have to be pleased because I am the attention. If I’m 
pleased, then you have done the job. But I cannot be pleased by mundane 
things, by any arguments with that, but only by your ascent. So you judge 
yourself on that.

Whether you give Me a flower or anything, I’m only pleased when the 
essence of that doing has that height, has that special manifestation, you say, 
“I love you very much, Mother.”

Assume Your Position, Lodge Hill, 23 July 1983

attention
I am the attention. 

If I’m pleased, then you have done the job.
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Attention not attachment

Put attention, but not attachment. The attachment does not solve the prob-

lem. What solves the problem is attention.

But when you are not detached, then your attention is attached atten-

tion. It’s an attention that is not available to everyone and attention that gets 

stuck, absolutely stuck into that person with whom you are identified. Try 

to understand. 

So to be identified with someone is not actually ... paying attention to that 

person. And then your attention will work if you are of that level. Whenever 

you put attention to that particular person who needs your attention, it will 

work....

Attention should not be bound by your attachments. Attention should 

be absolutely free, so it works automatically. And you will be amazed. Even if 

you do not pay attention, the attention will work. It is such a great thing to 

have this spiritual attention, which is nothing but love. It will just act. You’ll 

be amazed how it will act.

It’s another world I am talking about, not this mundane world, but some-

thing higher where your attention works and works so beautifully that you 

are amazed how it has worked.              Guru Puja 1999

All this will not be understood by explaining. 

Just showing the path will not help.

attention
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A realized soul will just see.

I come and see these flowers and I react to it. And then I say something or 

another thing. I see all the time I am reacting outside. 

As a result of all the kind of sensations we get out of our reactions, our 

attention becomes absolutely disturbed and we get into a lot of troubles. 

First of all, our eyes are not steady. They go on hovering here to there. God 

knows what are we looking for. The eyes become impure because we start 

thinking about things. As soon as we see something, we start thinking and a 

barrier is created. 

For example, there is a beautiful piece. Something very beautiful you see. 

And looking at it, if there is a thought, you cannot enjoy it. But if there’s no 

thought, there’s pure rapport, pure connection between that beautiful art 

and yourself. Then you just see it and enjoy that joy of the artist, which he 

has poured into it, without thinking about it. Otherwise, normally people 

will think, “Oh, how many pounds can I save?” or “What should I do? 

Should I purchase it or not?” All sorts of nonsensical, flippant, cheap ideas 

can come into your head. Or could be something higher also – “This colour 

is not matched with that....” 

But a person who’s a realized soul will just see. Just like children, they just 

look in the same way, without thinking.        10 July 1984



The path will be known only after walking on it.

We try to do what we call chitta nirodh. This is to control your 

attention. Where is it going? In the practice of Sahaja Yoga, if you have to rise 

higher, you have to improve your own instrument and not the instrument of 

others. This is one thing one should do for definite....

As soon as you start watching yourself, your attention, you will become 

identified with your spirit....

The attachment is, in all gross ways, to your body. So we see Shiva doesn’t 

know attachment to His body. He sleeps anywhere. He goes to the cemeter-

ies and He sleeps there. Because He’s not attached, He can never be caught 

up by any bhoots or anything, nothing of the kind. He is detached.

The detachment is to be watched and seen through your own attach-

ments.... You can watch your attention very clearly by seeing where your 

attention is going and then controlling your attention.... 

To control your attention, you have to just remove your attention from 

this to that. Try to change your priorities. All this has to be done now, after 

Realization, a complete detachment.

So the body demands comfort. Try to make the body uncomfortable a 

little bit.... What you call the penance side starts now. In a way, it’s a penance 

which you can do very easily because now you are realized souls.... 

Take your brain towards the Shiva Tattwa by telling it, “See where are 

you going, Mr. Brain? You are putting attention to this, you are putting 

attention to that, getting involved....”

Take this detached brain, completely filled with the colour of the spirit. 

It will automatically happen. As long as you’ll have these limitations to your 

attention, it will not happen. So one has to really, deliberately do this ta-

pasya.         

Shivaratri Puja 198426
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All unreality does not fall off with the Self Realization. 
It can be broken off gradually. If, with firm conviction, you deny from your 

heart all that is unreal, you will have the realization of the Self in its pure 

form. Thereafter, it is established within you. Albeit, the same mortal human 

attention is drenched in that which is of the nature of love, truth, having no 

beginning and end, verily the Shiva. Human attention is meant for realizing 

that reality. This attention must become one with that atman. 

Only that attention which progresses, renouncing all that is unreal, breaks 

all known and unknown bindings becomes verily the Self. Atma is never dis-

turbed or destroyed. Only human attention, in pursuit of desires, leaves its 

inner path. 

This is maya. She has been intentionally created. Without her, the atten-

tion would not have developed. You should not be afraid of maya and should 

recognize Her so that She will illuminate your path. A cloud hides the sun 

and also makes it seen....

Attention should always be kept going deeper and deeper within. Forget 

the outside as much as possible. Have confidence that everything about it is 

taken care of. There are many instances to prove it. Then, in whatever you 

do, your attention remains in oneness with the Self. All bindings of sin and 

merit are snapped. Distinctions like worldly and non-worldly vanish because 

that wicked darkness, which has created all the discriminations, ends. Every-

thing becomes auspicious in the light of true knowledge, whether it is the 

destruction done by Shri Krishna or the cross of Shri Jesus. 

All this will not be understood by explaining. Just showing the path will 

not help. The path will be known only after walking on it. 

translation of Shri Mataji’s letter in Marathi 

sent on the occasion of Sahasrara Day celebrations on 5 May 1975

The path will be known only after walking on it.




